SOUL LIGHT - Forty Five
Abundance – Part 4
In recent articles I have written about Abundance in relation to wealth and material flow.
I have spoken of it as the Dance that Abounds within us.
I have reminded us that Spirit’s very Purpose is to express itself through the giving of itself.
This shows itself in the most dynamic manner through Love.
Love truly directs everything we do.
Many people ask: “But what really is this thing we call Love?”
To find out we must first strip it of its falseness – those actions which are behaviours in their own
right such as possessiveness, lust, passion, desire, comfort, duty or even pleasure.
When we have removed what it isn’t we can then easily view what it is: harmony!
Love is harmony.
Love flows harmoniously into love; it merges with itself in a joyous blending of love with love.
When I am in harmony with you, I am in love with you.
When I harmonise entirely with you, I love you entirely.
If I should be out of harmony with you in any way, I will recognize areas of my life in which I sense I
do not “love” you….
I harmonise with you by listening carefully to you - and to the melody you are.
I then attune my true self to your inner song – and although we may each sing different words
(indeed at times sing different tunes altogether!) we will still be singing in harmony.
Couples make melodic duos.
Friends create harmonious quartets.
Awakened peoples across the globe are building planetary choirs of immense power and beauty!
Our harmony requires only that we listen to one another in order to attune to the authentic beingness of one another.
When we are in tune, we are in harmony. When we are in harmony we are in love.
This abundance of joyfulness and song is ours to embrace anytime, anywhere with anyone.
To enjoy the greatest abundance we need only to embrace everyone.
And this is the most delightful aspect of Love – it is never based on behaviour, appropriate or
otherwise….
It is based rather on love of the real person.
We harmonise with their true spirit-being rather then their human frailties.

Everyone on the planet is thus able to be loved.
Those who are easy to love we easily harmonise with.
Those who seem hard to love give us the opportunity to practice attuning to their God-self.
This week practice accepting the Abundance of Love which you already are.
Please accept with my love this affirmation (and contemplation topic):
I AM ABUNDANCE.
I AM ALREADY THE LOVE I SEEK.
I GIVE OF THIS LOVE FREELY TO EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING I MEET
Love and Blessings,
Les

